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Mission Statement
Good attendance is the single most important factor in ensuring that children and young
people have the maximum life chances - attendance is strongly linked to educational
achievement. Promoting positive attendance is, therefore, everyone's responsibility.
When a child attends the Academy on a regular basis, they take an important step towards
reaching their full potential and are given the greatest opportunity to learn new things and
develop their skills.
According to the Department for Education (DfE), if Academies can improve their attendance
by 1%, they will see a 5-6% improvement in attainment. Children who miss school frequently
can fall behind in their work and do less well in exams. The more time a child spends around
other children, whether in the classroom or as part of a school team or club, the more
chance they have of making friends and feeling included, boosting social skills, confidence
and self-esteem.
Thistley Hough Academy seeks to ensure that all its students receive a full-time education
which maximises opportunities for each student to realise his/her true potential. Our strategic
objective aim is for an attendance rate greater than 96%.
The Academy will strive to provide a welcoming, caring environment, whereby each member
of the Academy community feels wanted and secure.
All staff will work with students and their families to ensure each student attends the
Academy regularly and punctually.
The Academy will establish an effective system of incentives and rewards which
acknowledges the efforts of students to improve their attendance and timekeeping and will
challenge the behaviour of those students and parents who give low priority to attendance
and punctuality.
To meet the objective Thistley Hough Academy will establish an effective and efficient
system of communication with students, parents and appropriate agencies to provide mutual
information, advice, and support.

Aims
•
•
•
•
•
•

To improve the overall percentage of students attendance at the Academy.
To ensure attendance and punctuality is a priority for all those associated with the
Academy including students, parents, teachers, and governors.
To develop a framework which defines agreed roles and responsibilities and
promotes consistency in carrying out designated tasks.
To provide support, advice, and guidance to parents and students.
To develop a systematic approach to gathering and analysing attendance related
data.
To further develop positive and consistent communication between home and the
Academy.
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•
•
•

To implement a system of rewards and sanctions.
To promote effective partnerships with the Education Welfare Service (Stoke-onTrent LA attendance service) and with other services and agencies.
To recognise the needs of the individual student when planning reintegration
following significant periods of absence.

Parental Responsibilities
Parents/carers have a legal duty to ensure that their child receives an education suitable
to his/her age, ability and aptitude and any Special Educational Needs (SEN). Most
parents/carers fulfil this obligation by registering their child in a school. Children must
legally be in education for the school term after their 5th birthday and the last Friday in
June in the school year they turn 16.
The Education and Skills Act 2008 increased the minimum age at which young people in
England can leave learning. Raising the participation age means that if a child is
currently in Year 11 they must stay in some form of education or training until the end of
the academic year when they turn 18.
If a child is registered at a school he/she must by law attend that school regularly and
punctually. The child should only miss school if he/she is ill or unable to attend for some
other unavoidable reason. If a child is absent and the school either does not receive an
explanation from the parent/carer, or considers the explanation unsatisfactory, it will
record the child’s absence as ‘unauthorised’, and the parent/carer could be at risk of
receiving a penalty notice or being prosecuted for poor attendance.
•
•
•
•

Parents/carers are responsible in law for ensuring their child’s regular and
punctual attendance.
Parents/carers are responsible for informing the Academy of the reason for any
absence (by letter, phone call or personal visit) on the first morning of any
absence.
Parents/carers can expect the Academy to keep them fully informed of their
child’s attendance.
Parents/carers are responsible for ensuring their children stay at Academy once
they have registered.

Failure to ensure a child’s regular attendance at school is a criminal offence and if with
support from the school's attendance officer and/or the Local Authority Education Welfare
Officer, the child’s attendance fails to improve, the Education Welfare Officer will consider
any of these courses of action:
•
•
•
•

School Attendance Order.
Issuing a penalty notice (fine).
Prosecution in the Magistrates' Court.
Application for an Education Supervision Order in the Family Proceedings Court.

It is the responsibility of each parent/carer to ensure regular school attendance at the child’s
registered school and failure to do so will result in each parent/carer being charged with the
offence. If convicted, both parents/carers may be punished by the courts, resulting in a fine
of up to £2,500 each parent/carer and/or up to three months custodial sentence. The court
could impose a community sentence, a parenting order and/or a conditional discharge.
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Academy Responsibilities
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure that an up to date attendance policy is in place.
o The value of regular attendance should feature prominently in the Academy
prospectus and other brochures.
o Regular messages should be given about the importance of attendance in
Academy newsletters, Academy assemblies, parents’ evenings, staff
meetings and governors meetings.
o Include good attendance information on the Academy website and use the
website to inform parents/carers and pupils about incentives for good
Academy attendance, projects, themed weeks, late gate patrols, competitions
etc.
Ensure attendance practices are understood by all Academy staff and that
attendance practice is followed consistently.
Provide an accurate and consistent registration system.
Attempt to make first-day phone contact to all parents/carers whose child is absent
without notification.
Log pupils’ movement in and out of the Academy.
Ensure that routine letters are sent out at the earliest opportunity following the
absence. Where possible, these should be written in the language read by the
parent/carer. These should reflect the importance of good attendance.
Ensure that attendance is a fixed agenda item at Academy meetings.
Ensure that parents/carers are aware of the importance of regular attendance and
understand their role and responsibilities in supporting Academy attendance.
Ensure parents/carers know that support is available to provide early help if their
child is reluctant to attend or difficulties in the family are having an impact on
attendance.
Where appropriate, inform the Attendance Improvement Officer and/or, Education
Welfare Officer so any potential problems and/or barriers to good attendance can be
addressed as early as possible.
Provide staff training on attendance issues.
Ensure that systems to track and challenge sporadic absence are thorough, and
provide "catch up" opportunities for work missed during the absence.
Provide incentives for good attendance, e.g. league tables for individual classes or
forms, attendance competitions, poster competitions, prizes, certificates, special
class trips, praise postcards etc.
Ensure regular emphasis on the connection between attendance and attainment, e.g.
in assemblies, registration/tutor time, parent meetings, new parent meetings, drama
productions/nativity plays/Academy productions, e.g. choir or any other performance.
Provide regular information to parents/carers of children whose attendance
deteriorates.
Provide individual attendance targets for students. All persistently absent (PA)
students should have a Personal Attendance Plan.
Provide meetings with parents/carers to address attendance issues. Consider the
use of Parenting Contracts
Ensure that patterns of attendance across classes, houses or year groups are
examined.
Ensure parents/carers are aware of the guidance regarding holidays in term time and
of the impact this can have on their child's overall achievement.
Ensure that staff regularly patrol the Academy building and surrounding areas to
ensure pupils are not truanting in the vicinity of the Academy.
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Roles and Responsibilities of Staff
Roles
Principal

Responsibilities
• Ensure there is a strict attendance policy for staff.
• Ensure the attendance policy for staff states that they must call the
Principal or the Vice Principal.
• Set challenging targets to meet (and exceed) national averages for
the Academy overall. Ensure a strategy is devised to make solid
progress towards them..
• Receive reports on attendance at whole school, year group, house
and class level. Discuss both strengths and weaknesses publicly
and give attendance a high status in the Academy. Talk personally
to teachers whose classes show poor attendance.
• Encourage teachers to take responsibility for making
improvements.
• Support intervention with the poorest attendees.
• Report statistics to the Academy Council. Show comparative
figures, not isolated statistics. Compare each half term’s figures
with those for the previous year at the same time.
• Ensure the Local Authority receive attendance data for The
Academy.

SLT

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
Head of House
Form Tutor
Class Teacher

•
•

Work with the Principal to agree on relevant internal attendance
targets.
Monitor attendance weekly and evaluate progress towards the
targets. Identify pupils who are likely to jeopardise the Academy’s
performance and plan prompt interventions to avoid bad habits
being established.
Monitor attendance at the Academy, year group, house and class
level.
Ensure there is a clear attendance policy, showing who will do
what and at what threshold, keeping attendance at the forefront of
each member of staff’s mind.
Convince all staff that attendance is their responsibility.
Liaise regularly with the Attendance Improvement Officer to ensure
a joined-up approach to tackling persistent absence. A whole
family approach can tackle root causes of poor attendance and
avoid a recurrence of problems.
Promote regular attendance, by making use of reward systems,
assemblies, parents’ evenings, performance reviews, etc.
Involve the Academy Council by feeding back during Academy
Council Meetings. Seek the support of Academy Council members
in promoting good attendance.
Line manages the Attendance Officer. Ensure registers are
checked daily and that the required action at each threshold level
is taken at the earliest moment possible.
Discourage any sense of collusion with parents/carers who allow
absence without good reason.
Do not accept poor attendance. Make 100% attendance the
expectation.
Get to know your pupils well, find out what they like about the
Academy and generate whole class discussion about the positive
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attendance
Officer

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

aspects of the Academy and the negative aspects of poor
attendance.
Talk with the child who comes back after an absence from the
Academy, be positive and welcome them back.
Promote regular attendance through rewards and other
encouragement. Make it your business and make it clear that poor
or erratic attendance is not expected or acceptable.
Ensure that registers are always completed appropriately.
Look carefully at attendance data. Make it your business to spot
patterns of absence and overall levels of attendance of individuals.
Make a personal connection with parents/carers of pupils who
have regular absence, or patterns of irregular attendance.
Ensure the Attendance Officer is informed of attendance concerns.
Following an absence, do your best to provide catch-up
opportunities so absentees do not fall behind. Where appropriate,
ask parents/carers to play a part in reinforcing missed learning.
Follow the Academy’s procedures for first-day calling. If no
explanation has been received by the time registers close, seek
one.
Ask for training to respond more assertively with difficult
parents/carers or with those who give poor excuses for their child’s
absence, if you feel you need it.
Challenge absences due to minor illness.
Be assertive. Parents/carers must explain the absence.
Explanations need to be plausible. Avoid any sense of collusion
with parents/carers over unnecessary absence.
Do not show sympathy over absence unless you are convinced it
is genuine.
Issue attendance letters where required, using the parent/carer’s
full names and the child’s full names Make sure they have the
effect intended, make them accurate, date them and include a
warning regarding the impact on their child’s achievement. Do not
tolerate a lack of response. Seek advice when you need it.
Hold regular discussions with the SLT / Attendance Improvement
Officer.
Advise the SLT / Attendance Improvement Officer of any teacher
who fails to maintain their register properly. Registers are legal
documents and must be kept carefully and accurately.
Provide data on a weekly basis to class teachers and the SLT /
Attendance Improvement Officer.
Make sure the SLT / Attendance Improvement Officer know about
families where bad habits are forming. Make sure action is taken
to break bad habits at the earliest opportunity.
Assist the SLT / Attendance Improvement Officer and others in
collating data for inclusion in reports, attendance returns, etc.
Check and file all absence notes that are received, and ensure
that details are reflected appropriately through categorisation of
absence in the registers.
Pass messages from parents/carers efficiently to the class teacher
or other relevant staff.
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Registration (Including Lateness)
Registers will be taken punctually each day at 8:45 am by form tutors and at the start of
every lesson by classroom teachers. Morning registers close at 09.30 am. Students should
be in their tutor/teaching areas at 8:40 am. If a student arrives after the registers close
he/she should sign-in using the inventory in reception. Being late, without a note or phone
call from a parent/carer will result in an after school detention. If a student is late, without a
note or phone call from a parent/carer on more than 2 occasions during a week, an SLT
after-school detention on Friday evening will be issued.
All staff must take a register in each lesson. If a student is missing from a lesson and they
have been marked present at previous lessons or registration a phone call to the reception
will be made. If there is a concern about a particular student’s attendance pattern, an email
will be sent by the Attendance Officer; Head of House or SLT. Failure to follow this
procedure may result in disciplinary action.

Authorised/Unauthorised Absence
The Academy decides whether an absence will be authorised or unauthorised. Authorised
absence is where the Academy has either given approval in advance for the student to be
away or where an explanation offered afterwards has been accepted as satisfactory. Parents
may not authorise absence; only the Academy can do this. Should staff have reason to
doubt that the explanation offered about a particular absence is genuine; the absence
should be treated as unauthorised. This decision must be made and communicated to
parents by the Academy.
Absence from Academy may be authorised if it is for the following reasons:
• Sickness (Medical evidence may be requested by the Attendance Officer /
Attendance Improvement Officer / EWO).
• Medical/dental appointments (All appointment letters will need to be seen by the
Attendance Officer). The Academy emphasises to parents that all medical/dental
appointments should be made outside Academy hours where possible.
• Days of religious observance.
• Exceptional family circumstances – bereavement
Absence from Academy will not be authorised for:
• Holidays.
• Unsatisfactory explanations (e.g. shopping, minding the house etc.).
• Caring for sick siblings or parents.
• Birthdays.

Persistent Absence
Persistent Absence (PA) is accumulated absence of 10% or more. An individual child is
deemed to be a PA if his/her attendance is less than 90%, regardless of whether or not the
absences have been authorised.
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First Day Response
Thistley Hough Academy operates a First Day Response system. Any student who is
registered as absent without an adequate explanation will receive a telephone call to their
parents/carers before 11:00 am to report that their child is not at Academy. It is the
parent/carers’ responsibility to ensure they call the absence line to report any absence
before the start of the Academy day. If the Attendance Officer / Attendance Improvement
Officer is unable to make contact with a parent/carer a further telephone call is made later in
the day, a text message is sent to the parent/carer and a letter is sent home at the end of the
Academy day.

House Visiting
A home visit may be conducted by a member of staff for the following reasons:•
•
•

Your child has 3 consecutive days of unexplained absence.
We are running an attendance sweep day and your child is absent from the
Academy.
Your child is absent from the Academy and a spot welfare check is conducted.

Attendance Clinic
Attendance clinics are where we invite parents into the Academy to discuss your child’s
attendance. These meetings are to offer support in helping your child attend school on a
more regular basis. It is an opportunity for you to discuss any concerns or difficulties that you
or your child is facing.

Truancy
Thistley Hough Academy recognises that a student may truant from the Academy or
particular lessons for a variety of reasons.
Truancy from the Academy is recorded as an unauthorised absence. Form tutors and/or
Heads of House will have meetings with students explaining that this behaviour is
unacceptable. Through investigation, if necessary, support will be offered to the student who
has truanted from a lesson. Parents will always be informed and an appropriate sanction will
be put in place.
Spot sweeps are made regularly. These may focus on a particular year group if there is a
concern. All information will be fed back to Heads of House and ultimately to the SLT. Heads
of Department will be involved if there is a difficulty concerning a curriculum area. A student
may be placed on a Head of House report to monitor attendance.
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Education Welfare Officer (EWO)
The fundamental purpose of the EWO is to maximise attendance rates for individual pupils,
individual Academies and for the Local Authority as a whole and to discharge the Local
Authority’s legal duty to ensure that all pupils of compulsory Academy age are in receipt of a
suitable education. EWOs will also assist in removing barriers which may prevent a child
from receiving an education.
Referrals to the EWO will be made by the Academy once it feels it has exhausted all other
avenues to improve attendance. The EWO will meet with Attendance Officers and Heads of
House during visits to The Academy to monitor students whose attendance is a cause for
concern.
In conjunction with the EWO the Local Governing Body (LGB) reserve the right to consider
requesting Stoke-on-Trent Council to take legal action against any parents or guardians who
repeatedly fail to accept their responsibility for sending their children to Academy on a
regular basis.
Under section 23 of the Anti-Social Behaviour Act 2007, Academies are empowered to issue
Fixed Penalty Notices to the parent/carer of a child who has irregular Academy attendance,
where the absence is unauthorised by the Academy. Fixed Penalty Notices are an
alternative to prosecution. As long as the fine is paid they do not require the parent/carer to
appear in court and no criminal record is incurred. An assessment of the circumstances will
take place before a Fixed Penalty Notice is served. Parents will receive a warning letter
advising that if unauthorised absences total 21 or more half-day sessions the Academy will
apply to the Head of the Stoke-on-Trent Council Attendance Team for a Fixed Penalty
Notice to be issued.
However the authorising officer, (the Head of the Attendance service) has the discretion to
issue a Fixed Penalty Notice for a first offence in exceptional circumstances A fixed Penalty
notice imposes a fine of £60 (per child) to each parent/carer if paid within 21 days and £120
if paid between 21 and 28 days. If the fine is not paid within 28 days, the parent/carer may
be prosecuted in a Magistrates Court for the offence under S.444(1) of the Education Act
1996.

School Attendance and SEND
Children with SEND have higher patterns of non-attendance. However, attendance
strategies for pupils with SEND must have the same focus, challenge and expectations as
for all other pupils. Therefore, our aim is a minimum of 96% attendance for all Students.
For children with SEND
•

•

Pupils with SEND are more likely to require multi-agency services to address their full
range of needs. These services should not be delivered as an alternative to the
school curriculum, and should not impact on school attendance.
All the agencies involved with the family of a SEND student must ensure that parents
understand the importance of regular school attendance and have the capacity to put
this into practice and that low levels of attendance can indicate difficult home
circumstances and/or concerns about a safeguarding.
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•

•

Poor or deteriorating attendance can indicate that a pupil is becoming disaffected
from an environment where they feel they cannot succeed, and that this is reinforced
on a daily basis.
Different interventions or more appropriate curricular provision might re-engage the
pupil, improving both attendance and progress.

Strategies for Promoting Attendance/Punctuality
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The curriculum will be monitored and developed to meet the needs of all students.
Heads of House will utilise their non-contact time to monitor individual student needs.
Attendance statistics will be collected and used to inform pastoral and curriculum
practices. These will be shared with the Senior Leadership Team.
The Academy will offer rewards to all students and tutor groups whose
attendance/punctuality is either excellent or much improved.
Students whose attendance falls beneath 96% will be set targets for improvement.
These targets will be regularly reviewed by the form tutor / Heads of House.
Students whose attendance falls beneath 93% will be passed onto the Academy
Attendance Improvement Officer who will meet with parents; conduct home visits and
set targets for improvement.
Students whose attendance falls beneath 90% will be passed onto the Academy
EWO.
Regular structured meetings will be held with the Academy’s EWO in order to identify
and support those students whose attendance/punctuality is a source of concern.
Good attendance and punctuality will be promoted and rewarded through weekly
awards made by the Heads of House for tutor groups with 100% attendance.
Parents will be kept regularly and fully informed of all concerns around attendance
and punctuality.
Reports will be made by SLT to the Academy Council on the issue of
attendance/punctuality.
Students are to be constantly reminded of the importance and value of good
attendance via form time and Assemblies.
Students who have been absent for an extended period of time will be re-integrated
back into Academy through a structured and individually-tailored programme.
All issues which may cause a student to experience attendance difficulties are to be
promptly investigated by the form tutor / Head of House.
Attendance is reported in every student’s report.
Bar charts showing tutor group attendance will be displayed on the attendance
board.
Prizes for excellent and most improved attendance will be rewarded at whole
Academy assemblies.
There will be a half termly raffle to reward students with 100% in each year group.
This will take place in whole Academy assemblies.

Attendance Action
Who is it for?
Heads of House and Form Tutors
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How can it be used?
•
•
•

•
•

•

The flowchart Appendix 1.1 suggests a process of in-Academy action that may lead
to an improvement in attendance.
A new sheet should be used for each student whose attendance is causing concern.
Sheets should be kept in a file for each year group, and files kept in a central location
so all members of staff involved with addressing the attendance have access to see
and update the sheets. Files can then be brought to the EWO consultation visits by
the relevant Heads of House / Attendance officers, so that progress can be
discussed and advice sought.
We recommend that intervention begins with the form tutor, and progresses to
involve Heads of House & the Attendance officer and SLT if appropriate.
The member of staff who undertakes any intervention should indicate this has been
done on the sheet (tick, date and a brief comment, or attach any notes or record
made). All relevant letters to and from parents etc. should also be kept with the sheet
in the year file for easy reference.
If all attempts have proved unsuccessful and the EWO accepts the student as a
referral, the sheet and attachments (or copies of) will go to the EWO. The benefits of
this system are:
o Improved attendance across the board, as concerns spotted tend to be
addressed more quickly.
o Prevention of some entrenched non-attendance, as it should prevent the ‘drift’
that tends to happen if no process is followed. Any deterioration should here
be met by further action.
o All staff are clear about their roles and responsibilities and will be aware who
has already done what. (Information kept together and accessible, rather than
Heads of House not knowing what, if anything, the form tutor has done).
o Consultation visits should be more focused and productive, since it will be
clear what has already been done, and time can be spent deciding on a
further action and over more ‘difficult’ cases.
o When the EWO accepts a student as a referral, the information provided on
the sheet and attachments will assist the EWO in making an accurate
assessment, ensure that the family sees that Academy and EWO are in good
communication and prevent duplication of work. The information will also
enable more efficient court action, if appropriate.

Appendix
1.1 Thistley Hough Academy: Attendance Action Flow Chart
Please tick or note this flowchart to indicate action taken
Identify and prioritise the student

Begin to identify the problems by listening to the student
Apply strategies if appropriate

Involve parents/carers:
• Make phone call/s
• Write letters
• Meet
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When meeting with parent: • explain the benefits of
education and legal
requirements
• listen to reason/identify
problems
• set attendance targets
• agree on strategies to
help meet targets (clarify
who is responsible for
what)
• set monitor/review time

Put concerns, targets and
agreed strategies in writing
for each person concerned

Monitor

Review


Attendance Target met:
• Praise/reward as
appropriate
• Monitor as necessary


















Attendance Target not met:
• Meet again
• Reassess targets


Apply new strategies

SLT / Attendance Improvement Officer to decide on referral to EWO
This sheet is for use with each student whose attendance is causing concern. The
flowchart suggests a process of Academy action which may lead to an improvement in
attendance. Intervention is likely to start with form tutors and progress as appropriate.
Please tick, date or make a brief comment against the actions taken. The list of suggested
strategies on the reverse of the sheet provides an aide-memoire and a record of Academy
interventions.

1.2 Thistley Hough Academy: Attendance Action Strategies
Strategy

Comments on strategy

Dates (from/to)

Provision
Targeted first-day response
Assistance to catch up with work
Link person/mentor
Modification of curriculum/timetable
Positive reporting
A safe haven in Academy
Staged reintegration
Change of tutor group
Buddy (peer)
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Assign special responsibility/task suited
to the student
‘Time Out’ card
Counselling
Refer to other agencies
Meet with Academy nurse
Extra-curricular activities
IEP
Additional careers advice
Work experience
Pastoral Support Programme
Use of peer counsellor
Incentives
Attendance charts
On attendance report
Customised reward/privilege
Letter from Assistant Principal
Involving Parents
Highlight benefits of good attendance
Remind of legal responsibility re
attendance
Remind of The Academy attendance
policy
Ask parents to phone the Academy by
(e.g.) 9 am on the day of absence
Ask parents to bring the student to the
designated person in The Academy
each day
Explain to parents that absence will not
be authorised
Letter from EWO to parents (not referral:
emphasise concerns, support Academy
action etc.)
Request GP certificate/letter from parent
Write to GP/liaise with Academy nurse
Liaise with link support
This sheet can be used during consultation visits with the EWO to assist in the
discussion of progress and future action. When making a referral to the EWO it would
be helpful if this could be provided, along with copies of all relevant paperwork.

1.3 Parental guide for School attendance and absence
Section 7 of the Education Act 1996 places a duty on parents to ensure that their child
of compulsory school age receives a suitable education either by regular attendance
at school or otherwise.
What is the compulsory school age?
A child is of compulsory school age the first term after their 5th birthday. Therefore:
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•
•
•
•

Children who turn 5 between 1st January and 31st March will be of compulsory
school age at the beginning of the school term after 1st April.
Children who turn 5 between 1st April and 31st August will be of compulsory school
age at the beginning of the school term after 1st September.
Children who turn 5 between 1st September and 31st December will be of
compulsory school age at the beginning of the school term after 1st January.
A child remains of compulsory school age until the last Friday in June in the school
year that they turn 16. From September 2013 all 16-year-olds need to remain in
education or training until the end of the academic year and from September 2015
they will be required to continue until their 18th birthday.

Who is considered a parent in education law?
Section 576 of the Education Act 1996 defines a parent widely and includes:
•
•

•

A biological parent of the child (even if they do not have parental responsibility and
even if the child does not reside with that parent)
Any person who is not a parent but has parental responsibility for the child (for
example through a Residence Order, Child Arrangements Order, Special
Guardianship Order, Step Parental Responsibility Order, Adoption Order or Care
Order).
Someone who has the legal care for the child.

What is a suitable education?
The education must be:
•
•
•

Full time
Efficient - the education must achieve what it sets out to achieve.
Suitable for their age, ability and aptitude and any special educational needs he may
have. The education must equip the child for life within the community and must not
limit a child's options in later life.

What is the law on school attendance?
All schools, including independent schools, must maintain admissions registers and all
schools except boarding schools must have an attendance register. The Registration (Pupil
Registration) Regulations 2006 require a school to put the child's name on the admissions
register on the first day that the child is expected to attend school. If the pupil does not
attend they will be recorded as absent: this can be authorised or unauthorised.
A school will authorise an absence if:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The child is too ill to attend and the school accepts this as valid. If the child is off for
long periods the school might ask for proof from the doctor.
The parent has got the advance permission of the school e.g. for a holiday, religious
observation.
The child has been excluded.
The child has a medical or dental appointment.
The child is on study leave.
The child is being educated off-site.
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Schools have to regularly inform the local authority of any pupils who are regularly absent
from school, have irregular attendance, or have missed 10 school days or more without the
school's permission.
Schools are also under a safeguarding duty, under section 175 of the Education Act 2002 to
investigate any unexplained absences.
Can I book a holiday during term time?
The Principal will not authorise holidays during term-time under any circumstance. If you go
on a holiday without the authorisation of the Principal, then you may be liable to pay a fine
and/or be prosecuted for non-attendance.
What sanctions can be put in place for non-attendance?
Parents can be issued a Fixed Penalty Notice by the school, local authority or police, for
their child's non-attendance. The penalty is £60 and this rises to £120 if paid after 21 days
but within 28 days. Each local authority should publish a Code of Conduct for Fixed Penalty
Notices.
There is no right of appeal against a Fixed Penalty Notice. If this is not paid the local
authority can proceed to prosecution or withdraw the notice. The local authority also can
prosecute parents for non-attendance without issuing a Fixed Penalty Notice. Only the local
authority can prosecute parents and they must fund all associated costs. Local authorities
must conduct its investigations in line with the Police and Criminal Evidence (PACE) Act
1984.
If a registered pupil of compulsory school age fails to attend school regularly the parent
could be guilty of an offence under s444 Education Act 1996. The Supreme Court has held
in April 2017 that attending school "regularly" means attendance in accordance with the
rules prescribed by the school and not "sufficiently frequent attendance". This means that a
child must attend school every day that the school requires him or her to do so and failure to
do this may lead to the commission of an offence.
There are two offences:
1. Section 444(1) Education Act 1996 - If the child is absent without authorisation then the
parent is guilty of an offence. This is a strict liability offence i.e. all that needs to be shown is
a lack of regular attendance. Sanctions can include a fine of up to £1000.
2. Section 444(1A) Education Act 1996 - an aggravated offence. If the child is absent without
authorisation and the parent knew about the child's absence and failed to act then the parent
is guilty of an offence. Sanctions can include a fine of up to £2500 and a prison sentence of
up to 3 months.
There are some limited defences to these offences:
•
•

•

The Principal authorised the absence
The child could not attend because of sickness or 'unavoidable cause' in an
emergency. Case law has held that stress arising from bullying, behavioural or
mental health difficulties or a 'chaotic lifestyle' should not be considered an
'unavoidable cause'.
The child was absent on a day exclusively set apart for religious observance
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•
•

The school is outside of the statutory walking distance of the child's home and the
local authority has a duty to make travel arrangements in relation to the child under
and has failed to discharge that duty
The child is not registered at the school and the parents are providing a suitable
alternative education

Parents can also be prosecuted by local authorities under section 103 of the Education and
Inspections Act 2006 if a pupil of compulsory school age who remains on the admissions
register is found in a public place during school hours after being excluded from school.
Sanctions can include a fine of up to £1000.
I have received a summons to the Magistrates Court - what should I do?
If you have received a summons for court for one of the above offences then you should
seek the advice of a criminal solicitor and check if you qualify for criminal legal aid. Some
courts can provide duty solicitors who may be able to advise and represent you at a hearing,
usually if there is a risk of imprisonment.
Can I ask for help in getting my child to attend school?
If you are finding it difficult to get your child to attend school you can ask the local authority
and school to help you. You can agree to a plan to help improve your child's attendance
which can result in drawing up a "parenting contract". This is a voluntary agreement between
you and the local authority or school governing body to encourage school attendance. The
agreement is not legally binding as such but can be used as evidence if the local authority
later pursues prosecution. The local authority or governing body should fund any support
needed to implement the parenting contract e.g. a requirement to attend parenting classes.
What is a Parenting Order?
The court can impose a Parenting Order following a successful prosecution for irregular
attendance or failure to follow a School Attendance Order. A Parenting Order can also be
made up to 6 months after a parenting contract has been entered into.
The court can also impose an order on its own if the local authority or governing body apply
for this within 40 school days of a child's serious misbehaviour or review of a child's
exclusion. The order will:
•
•

Require parents to attend parenting classes to support them in improving the child's
behaviour. This can last up to 3 months.
Require parents to comply with other conditions for up to 12 months.

Parents have a right to appeal against an order to the Crown Court.
A responsible officer from the school or local authority will supervise the order. Breach of the
order without a reasonable excuse can lead to a fine of up to £1000. The police can enforce
the order.
What is a School Attendance Order?
If the local authority is not satisfied that the parents are providing a suitable education to a
child of compulsory school age and it is appropriate for the child to attend school then they
can apply for a School Attendance Order under section 437(3) of the Education Act 1996.
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The order will require the child's parents to register the child at a named school. Failure to
comply with a School Attendance Order amounts to an offence which the parent can be
prosecuted for.
What is an Education Supervision Order?
The local authority can apply for an Education Supervision Order under section 36 of the
Children's Act 1989 if it believes a child of compulsory school age is not being properly
educated. This can include irregular attendance at school.
Under the Education Supervision Order, a supervisor will be appointed for the child who will
advise, assist, befriend and give directions to the child and his/her parents to ensure he/she
is properly educated.
The directions of the supervisor will override any obligation placed on the parents under
sections 7 and 444 of the Education Act 1996.
When can a child's name be removed from the school roll?
A school can only remove a child's name from the school roll in set circumstances as set out
in Regulation 8 of Education (Pupil Registration) (England) Regulations 2006.
The school has to inform the local authority under Regulation 12(3) Education (Pupil
Registration) (England) Regulations 2006 of any pupil who is going to be removed from the
admissions register where:
•
•
•
•
•

The child will be home educated
The child has moved away and no longer attends school
The child has a medical condition and is certified as unlikely to be in a fit state of
health to attend school
The child is in custody for more than 4 months and it is not reasonably believed
he/she will return to school
The child has been permanently excluded.

How as parents/carers you can help your child have good attendance
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parents/carers must make sure their child arrives at the Academy on time, every day.
This encourages habits of good timekeeping and lessens any possible classroom
disruption.
If your child arrives after the register has closed without a good reason, this will be
recorded as an ‘unauthorised’ absence from that session.
If their child has to miss school it is vital that parents/carers let the Academy know
why, on the first morning of the absence.
Make sure as parents/carers you are clear about what the Academy’s procedures are
for alerting them to absence – call (first day?), text or letter.
Know the Academy’s daily routines to avoid issues such as whether they have their
PE kit or not.
Show an interest, attend parent meetings, concerts and other Academy events and
ask about what their children are doing at Academy.
Encourage your children to take part in Academy activities.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Don’t let your children take time off for the Academy for minor ailments - particularly
those which would not stop parents/carers from going to work.
Where possible, make appointments after school, at weekends or during school
holidays. A morning appointment does not mean a whole day of school should be
missed. You should bring your child back to the Academy in the afternoon.
Take family holidays outside of term time - find out the Academy’s term time dates
well in advance and plan holidays around these dates.
Encourage your children to tell you about any problems they may have at the
Academy.
If you know or think that your child is having difficulties attending school you should
contact the Academy. It is better to do this sooner rather than later, as most problems
can be dealt with very quickly.
Find out regularly your child’s attendance and absence record and check that this
matches with your own records.
Acknowledge, praise and reward good or improved attendance, even small
successes, e.g. arriving at the Academy promptly, even when the first lesson is their
least favourite!

Other tips:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

If there is a problem, talk calmly to your child and listen to the explanation.
Always pursue the reason for your child’s non-attendance.
Know who to talk to at the Academy should you need to resolve issues. The
Academy can support you and your child.
Be particularly mindful in the run-up towards assessments and tests and be aware of
any coursework deadlines.
Check your child’s homework diary regularly for gaps, as well as for completed
activities.
Help your child catch up with missed work so that a missed day does not mean
missed (or incomplete) learning.
Remember, attendance needs to be above 95% in order for children to achieve what
they have been predicted. At Thistley Hough Academy good attendance is seen as
96% (or better).

1.4 Attendance Flyers
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1.5 Student Planners
Page 11
100%

Excellent

96% - 99% Good

Termly Rewards

Termly Rewards

94% - 95%

Improvement
Needed

HOY / Form Tutor / Attendance Officer Identification

90% - 93%

Robust Action
Needed

Attendance Officer / Attendance Improvement Officer Intervention

Critical

Education Welfare Officer (EWO) Intervention

Below
90%

Page 14
The Academy expectation is that students are in their form rooms or assembly at 8.40am.
Therefore those students who enter the Academy after 8.45am are deemed late and as such
duty staff will take their names and they will be placed in a break time detention on the day
they are late. Any student who is late on more two or more occasions in a week and/or fails
to attend break detention will be automatically placed into Senior Leadership Team (SLT)
detention for one hour after school.
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